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NeMea Sistemi srl has designed, built, engineered and registred  as an “utilty model”, a multifunctional 

craft guided by remote control  which  is equipped with  a GNSS  centimetric receiver , a single-beam echo-

sounder and  an advanced sensoristic system which allows to acquire bathymetrics data directly in GIS 

(Geographic information system) environment.  

 

Introduction 

HYDRA®: the utility model HYDRA® VOL. II is a multifunctional craft designed to collect geographical data 

from seabeds/lakebeds (sea and reservoirs). It can be used where bathymetries are in a range between -

0.15m and  -180m. The instrument combines versability and security in order to give selected and accurate 

surveys in a short time and more cheaply. 

 

Fields of Application:  bathymetric surveys on coastlines, reservoirs, lakes, rivers 

 

HYDRA® is equipped with Trimble GPS Pathfinder pro XRT, a GNSS receiver (Global Navigation Satellite 

System) or Leica Viva GNSS and an Airmar P66 deep-water transducer. The positioning service has a GNSS 

accuracy by using signals coming from  two satellites navigation systems GPS and GLONASS and by leaning 

on a network of GPS permanent reference stations it enables to obtain a centimeter accuracy positioning. 

The transducer generates a downward  acoustic pulse and  it records the return echo. With the signal time 

travel it calculates with accuracy waters depth. 

 

Satellite positioning services 

Introduction 

The satellite positioning survey has developed starting with the launch of the first artificial satellite of the 

NAVSTAR (NAVigation Satellite Timing And Ranging Global Positioning System).This satellite was launched 

in orbit by United States of America on the february 22, 1978. The GPS constellation has reached his 

complete operativeness on march 1994 and it’s currently composed by 31 satellites. Starting from 1982 the 

russian constellation GLONASS has flanked the american one and it’s currently composed by 21 satellites. 

The integration of different constellations provides the user an increased satellites availability, much more 

advantageous in difficult areas like orographically complex areas and urban areas.  

Depending on the method of survey, on the receiver and on real-time and post-processing strategies, the 

ensemble of this type of positioning usually  known with the acronym GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite 

Systems), allows different placements starting with the high centimeter precision one to the navigational 

with metric accuracy one. The real-time and post-processing strategy , usually called  Real Time Kinematik 

(RTK) combines precision with operational semplicity  using  the receiving of differential corrections  

nowadays mostly obtained with GSM  in support of Permanent stations networks NRTK (Network RTK). 

 

 

 

 

CORS – Qatar’s experience 
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Permanent network stations for real- time positioning 

 

The territory distribution of differents Permanent Stations allows to model spatially different effects and  

evaluate differential corrections usefull for the single user.     

Permanent  stations infact acquires and sends in real-time to the collection center their observations. The 

analisys and the data processing are developed creating a corrections estimate of every stations that 

evaluate parameters of a  model who portrays related spatial effects on the affected area. The model will 

be interpolated for the generic user's position with the purpose to obtaining real-time differential 

corrections related to him. 

The distance between permanent stations can be hundreds of kilometers depending on the scale and 

areas. Regional territories networks usually have a lower spacing because it’s important to obtain more 

data especially in orographically complex areas. 

 

Bathymetric survey – Presentation of Single Beam e Multi Beam tecniques 

Echo-sounder survey  (Singlebeam) 

Bathymetric survey with echo-sounder (singlebeam) nowadays  is the most used hydrographic surveys 

system. The survey is completing with a craft that suitably equipped is capable to survey  shallow water 

too.  It runs at very low speed the sea lane project often perpendicular to the shoreline. Generally they 

represent the continuation of the emerged shore survey used sections.  Some perpendicular sea lanes of 

the previous lanes are often made as a control of altitudes on intersections. The survey  takes place with 

calm sea and with no wind. 

 

 
Exemple of  parallel routes singlebeam surveys   

The system is generally composed by a board calculator  in which the navigation software and the echo-

sounder are installed in axis with the receiving system (GPS-DGPS-Prismi).  This allows to operate the 

survey to a single user too.  

An integrated system  singlebeam  complete configuration should be composed by the following 

equipement:  

 

• Superficial positioning system (DGPS, RTK, optical systems , range-range systems, range bearing 

systems) 

• Acquisition and post-processing data system composed by hardware and software generally 

dedicated at this specific purpose 
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• Professional hyidrographic echo-sounder  

• Wave compensator  for  detected depth corrections related to the wave -motion 

• Motion-compensator for detected depth corrections related to the echo-sounder transducer  

mouvements  (generally not used) 

• Water sound speed probe (not always used) 

• Tide gauge  (not necessary if it’s used a RTK positioning system) 

The GPS  “RTK” use offers considerable  advantages infact besides the planimetric coordynates it calculates 

the real-time trasducer absolute altitude with centimetric accuracy. With  the echo-sounder data it’s 

possible  to correct  automatically all the  sea surface oscillations (tide, waves, elevation due to wind 

pressure on the water) during the bathymetric survey. 

 

The Single-beam echo-sounder utilisations are hydrographic type with 1 cm digital resolution. The 

transducer outputs a sound pulse, the wave  return signal reflected by the  sea floor is detected by the 

probe . The signal return time depends on the sound  speed on water.  The survey is then precise under the 

craft trajectory. The adopted frequency is generally 200 kHz; a good compromise to ensure an accurate 

survey of the sea floor with a little interference of the water column. 

Multibeam survey 

At the moment this survey isn’t implemented on HYDRA but it’s possible  to provide an installation on board. 

Tecnically it can be described as an acustic sonar which detect distances between the transducer and the sea floor or  

any other target on the sea floor. 

 

 

 
Exemple of the survey section of a multibeam system (left) and singlebeam system (right) 

 

 

Following are reported post-processing results about the surveys comparing between singlebeam and 

multibeam in the surveys test area in San Rossore and Marina di Pisa (PI). Images show  a return of two 

surveys with every meter isobaths. As mentioned one of multibeam limits is the impossibility to operate in 

shallow depth. For comparability problems the two maps begin in a depth of about 2 m even if  the 

singlebeam had surveyed until 0.5 m. It can be noted that there aren’t noticeable survey differences 

between the two methodologies. 
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Bathymetric map produced with multibeam data (left) and singlebeam data (right) in the San Rossore test 

area 

 

The similar isobaths performance shows the correct spacing of the singlebeam survey lines that allows to 

obtain  a comparable result with the multibeam survey. 
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Comparison between bathimetrics maps obtained with singlebeam survey lines with increasing equidistance 

 (50, 100, 150, 200m) 
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HYDRA – The craft 

 

HYDRA® craft has been obtained from a watercraft and post-processed to meet the exact functional needs 

during bathymetric survey sessions. 

The craft is equipped with some devices: 2 12 V supply batteries, electrical circuit, electric propeller-engine, 

engine control unit, drifts for direction changes , GNSS receiver, sonar, remote control receiver, Trimbleor 

Leica for the GNSS data acquisition, TabletPC for post-processing data , signal flag. 

 

 
 

HYDRA’s overall view 

 

The HYDRA components are installed in the craft different parts: on stern we found the GPS antenna and 

the sonar, on bow the engine, the drifts and the servo motor, and on the center covered by a casing there 

are the others elements which can’t come into contact with water. The various HYDRA’s components are 

linked between them according to the scheme in the following image. 

 

The receiver broadcasts the right/left movements to the servo motor which they guide the drifts sending 

tension drives between 0 a 10V. Instead it broadcasts the back and forth movement signal to the 12 V 

batteries engine control unit; the engine control unit controls the propeller engine with tension commands 

between 0 and 10V. The propeller engine is fixed on the crafts stern. The engine control unit cable is 

protected by a sheath which prevents the water contact.  

 

The two rechargeable supply batteries are parallel assembled in the crafts inside and they generate a 

continuous 12V current. They feed the engine control unit of the propeller engine. They’re the crafts 

central element as the movement power source.  
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The sensitive parts not regarding the survey’s data receiving  or the propulsion (supply batteries, electric 

circuit, remote control signal receiver, Trimble, data’s acquisition PC) are protected by a tight closed 

interior sector situated in the craft’s center. 

 

 
Craft’s cental sector view 

 

On bow is placed  a stirrup on which are installed the transducer and the GNSS antenna. The transducer is 

placed under the stirrup and it’s immersed in the water in a suitable place for the survey. The antenna is 

placed above the stirrup and it’s secured on a PVC tube. 

 

 
 

The GNSS receiver installed on stirrup in the bow . Underwater it’s possible to glimpse the transducer. 
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Airmar P66 Deep-water transducer  

 

The antenna sends at the GNSS receiver the positioning signal which is trasmitted at the PC. The transducer 

sends to the PC the depth datum. The data’s post-processing  is  effectuated in the PC with the GPS’s 

Pathfinder Office software. 

Appended to this document it’s possible to find  the GNSS receiver’s  tecnical specifications with Trimble 

GPS Pathfinder Pro XRT antenna and the Airmar P66 deep-water transducer. 

The survey’s session 

There’re two types survey’s sessions:  the HYDRA’s bathymetrics survey or the coast line’s survey. The 

HYDRA’s bathymetrics survey is used to establish the sea floor’s depht in each other regular distanced 

points. With the computer it will calculate an interpolation which it can be used to approximate the sea 

floor’s depht  on the entire survey’s area. 

The coast line is the borderline between ground and water. Knowing where the borderline is situated is 

needful to establish the survey’s area ground border. On computer calculate’s level – that we will see 

afterwards – this line established  the mathematical’s limit conditions (boundary conditions ) indispensable 

for the Geomedia’s interpolations which they established the survey’s area  bathymetric approximation. 

 

The coast line’s survey  

The coast line’s survey is effectuated treading with the GNSS’s antenna the positioning line. It’s important 

to have attention because  sometimes it’s difficult to establish the sea’s starting point. It’s better to 

effectuate the survey in calm sea’s conditions. In a shore it’s possible to establish the coast line with 50 cm 

waves. On the rocks the borderline is more noticeable infact it’s possible to proceed with worst conditions. 

In any case it’s important to pay attention and to mantain the  survey’s safe conditions.  

During the bathymetrics survey  

The survey’s  area, called workspace, is defined with the client and his requirements. 

 

The HYDRA ‘s survey consists in going across the workspace following the immagination the range regulare 

imaginary lines. The lines are parallel and perpendicular to the coast. The distance between the lines is one 

of the client’s  requirement datum and it depends on the survey’s  requirements, the requested accuracy, 
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the sea floor depht. For exemple  it’s possible to space the lines  of 10 m or 25 m. At the survey’s end it will 

be obtained a series of sea’s floor data in regular distanced points along a workspace’s wide grid. 

 

 
Grid’s  exemple  to follow as guideline for the HIDRA’s survey. 

 

The survey is possible in calm sea’s condition, with less than 40 cm waves. With 1m amplitude waves 

HYDRA go through without difficulties, but the survey’s accuracy is compromised. The wave’s  muvement  

makes it difficult the placing in the water opearations too. Infact it has to take in the water by two people 

until where the propeller don’t touch the sea floor  - around 15 cm depth – and it has to be recuperated in 

the same area.    

A single survey’s session  may last until one of the HYDRA’s parts  batteries are exausted. Usually is the 

engine battery that condition the survey’s duration. A last generation battery’s set ensures a 4 hours 

operativeness. HYDRA is equipped  with 2 batteries set. 

  

Data acquisition and post processing 

The survey’s sessions parameters are acquired by the PC that it receives the GNSS’s receiver informations a 

and in case of bathymetrics survey the sonar’s.  The informations are corrected starting with the survey’s 

permanent stations  rinex’s files.    

The obtained result is the Geomedia’s interpolation necessary file. This activity type is developed in  NeMea 

Sistemi’s workrooms. The single triplets (XYZ) can be made immediatly available to the client through Web 

Service, contrariwise isobath files are available 12 hours after the survey’s ending sessions. 

 

SECURITY/SAFETY  SYSTEMS: 

The survay’s operation staf will be composed by 2 technicians ( Hydra’s vol. II equippement  and remote 

control)and they  will attended all the above mentioned activities.   
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Systems remote control coverage (rc): Hydra is equiped  with high fidelity transmitters and receivers that 

they’re capable to cover a 5 km area, the survey’s area has a diagonal above the strumentation’s limit . The 

craft is insured by an insurance institution. Safety devices:the rc engine unit control work with 2,4 GHz 

frequency and they adopt a change frequency system (frequency-hopping spread spectrum) that it 

guarantees against the intrusion of other rc  devices. The engine control units are equipped with a self –

safe system, in the case where for some reason  the receiver received more signal from the remote control 

it automatically takes off the engine and the helms servo motor: Hydra remains blocked. 

Deposits acquistion: 

HYDRA at the moment can be equipped by an apposite part that allows 6 deposits semples acquisition 

through a 0,5 lt VanVeen grab.   

 

Water samples acquisition: 

HYDRA at the moment can be equipped by an apposite part that allows a predetermined depth 6 water 

samples acquisition to a maximum of 6 0,5 lt. samples. 

Last Works 

San Lorenzo al Mare: bathymetrics & coast line’s survey 43°51′12.15″N 7°57′49.70″E (environmental 

monitoring) 

 

 
Cipressa: bathymetrics & coast line’s survey 43°51’05.16”N 7°55’49.97”E (environmental monitoring) 

 

 
 

Ventimiglia: bathymetrics & coast line’s survey 43°47′25″N 7°36′30″E (multi-years environmental 

monitoring & Deposits acquistion) 
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Imperia: bathymetrics & coast line’s survey 43°53′11.28″N 8°01′46.75″E 

 

 
And many other in recent years. 
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